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A strong grounding in basic histology is essential for all pathologists. However, there had always

been a gap between histology and pathology in which histologic information specifically for the

pathologist was often lacking. Histology for Pathologists deals with the microscopic features of

normal human tissues, from the perspective of the surgical pathologist. This is the only text that

uses human (vs. animal) tissues for the histology. It is the best reference in the literature for

information on normal histology, and, as such, is essential for all clinical pathologists. Written by

pathologists for pathologists, the new edition will update the pathologist&#39;s understanding of

normal histology up to date with the incremental advances made in the last five years. The 3rd

edition has become a "classic" purchased by virtually all residents beginning their pathology

training, as well as pathologists in practice. The 4th edition will build on that substantial

foundation.Ã‚Â 
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This book aims to bridge the gap between the histology of normality and pathologic alterations. A

strong grounding in basic histology is essential for all pathologists. However, there had always been

a gap between histology and pathology in which histologic information specifically for the pathologist

was often lacking. Histology for Pathologists deals with the microscopic features of normal human

tissues, from the perspective of the surgical pathologist. This is the only text that uses human (vs.

animal) tissues for the histology. It is the best reference in the literature for information on normal



histology, and, as such, is essential for all clinical pathologists. Written by pathologists for

pathologists, the new edition updates the pathologistÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s understanding of normal histology

with the incremental advances made in the last five years. The previous edition has become a

Ã¢â‚¬ËœclassicÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ purchased by virtually all residents beginning their pathology training, as

well as pathologists in practice. Ã¢â‚¬Å“The book is an essential reference for anyone wanting an

understanding of clinically relevant histology especially postgraduates undertaking training in

histopathology. The bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s main strengths are its focus on the clinically relevant aspects of

normal histology delivered with a clear, consistent writing style and expert authorship. Every chapter

focuses on the relevant aspects to the daily work of a pathologist including special stains,

immunohistochemistry and tissue artefacts. The text is well-illustrated by full colour figures which

are a necessity in a reference text. In terms of the key features of the text it fulfils these excellently.

The text has been updated in places with very recent references making a new edition worthwhile. It

is invaluable to any histopathology trainee wanting to learn about normal histology and may be an

excellent reference for practicing consultants especially those practicing general pathology however

even subspecialised pathologists may find it useful. The online text is fully searchable although

there are no chapter hyperlinks which make browsing the text less easy than it should be. The

image bank is an excellent resource however both these features only last as long as the current

edition and therefore the CD-ROM with the previous edition and missing here was superior. This

text is a worthwhile update to an excellent text. Although focused solely on the pathologist and

written with their clinical practise in mind, a goal which it succeeds at expertly, the book would be an

excellent educational resource in any medical library and could answer those difficult questions

about structure and function for medical students and clinicians in other specialties.Ã¢â‚¬Â•--BMA

Medical Book Award Reviewer, 2013 BMA Medical Book Awards "Normal histology is the

foundation for diagnosing disease. A histology book focused on bridging the gap between histology

and pathology is a much-needed resource for pathologists. This fourth edition provides updated

information on the incremental advances in our understanding of immunohistochemistry and

variations of normal tissue, which certainly warrants a new edition."Doody&#39;s Reviews (April,

2013)Bryn Taylor Haws, D.O.(University of Kansas Medical Center) Weighted Numerical Score: 91 -

4 Stars! &#39;this text remains unmatched in content depth and breadth&#39; &#39;The superiority

of this text stems from its attention to detail and remarkable expansion of each chapterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

discussion beyond Ã¢â‚¬Å“normal histology.&#39; &#39;this new edition aims to address some of

the latest advances in our understanding of nuances of normal histology and its mimics in relation to

pathology&#39; &#39;Perfectly balancing text content with gross and microscopic



photomicrographs, summary tables, and vibrant medical illustrations, it is an intimidating but

gratifying read for the novice trainee and an excellent referenceÃ‚Â bookÃ‚Â for more seasoned

surgical pathologists.&#39;Susanne Jeffus, MDUniversity of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little

Rock, AR American Journal of Surgical Pathology, April 2014 - Volume 38 - Issue 4 - P 582

I've heard some people dislike this book but I overall love it, it is intended for a very specific public

like clinical pathology residents like myself since it cover all the thing that are normal but you just

won't find in a simple histology textbook and of course neither in a pathology book. It has helped me

lots.

Thank you  for the prompt delivery. This book is indispensable for both practicing pathologists and

pathologists on training. I think the editors could bring more attractive illustrations to the new edition,

otherwise the pictures are superb and efficient. The immense references made the book rather

voluminous, which could be deducted and included in the electronic version.

As veterinary pathologists involved in drug safety we use this book for human comparisons and for

placing lesions we see in animals in context for human risk. Cannot recommend highly enough and

for the price incredible value.

Classical

Great resource for medical education. Really puts histology in medical context.

I would be lost with out this reference. Comprehensive well written.

Excellent book!

It makes sense to be a doctor.
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